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This issue our
features are split
into three areas
of special focus:
data security and
SaaS, digitisation,
and skills. Our
book reviews
also complement
these issues, tackling visualisation
and the bridge between information
and computation, taking in maths
and creativity along the way...
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor

From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.

Why not contribute your
experiences or opinions
to a future issue of the
journal?
We have regular sections
plus a different special
focus each issue — see
details on the back cover
for more information or
contact the managing
editor.

MmIT is published quarterly
by the Multimedia
Information & Technology
Group of Cilip in electronic
format in February, May,
August and November. Copy
deadlines are six weeks prior
to publication.
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Cover photo: AMBS Architects revealed their ambitious design for the new Baghdad Library

welcome

news

news
Our cover photo: the new
Baghdad Library
Our cover image shows AMBS
Architects ambitious design for
the new Baghdad Library. The
45,000 sqm structure will be the
central focus of a planned Youth
City that has been designed to
inspire Iraq’s younger generations.
Saad Eskander, Director of the
National Library of Iraq said: “It
is imperative for the new Iraq to
consolidate its young democracy
and good governance through
knowledge. New libraries
have a notable role to play by
promoting unconditional access
to information, freedom of
expression, cultural diversity,
and transparency. By responding
to the needs of Iraq’s next
generations, the new library, we

hope, will play an important role in
the future of our country.”
AMBS founder Ali Mousawi has
played a significant role in Iraq’s
redevelopment. He said, “ We
hope that the library will help
shape Iraq’s next generation of
intellects and politicians, artists
and writers, poets and musicians,
doctors and lawyers, and change
makers.”
AMBS Architects sourced New
York based firm ACA Consultants,
one of the world’s leading library
consultants and planners, with the
aim of building a collection of over
three million books, including rare
manuscripts andw periodicals. The
library will also house cutting edge
technology for performance and
events. State of the art computers
and digital media will provide a
vital resource for many young
people who have limited access to
such facilities.
www.ambsarchitects.com
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Winner of a free place
to Internet Librarian
International
Thanks to the generosity of
Internet Librarian International we
were once again thrilled to offer
one free place to the conference
to one of our MMIT Group
members. Find out more about
the conference and the special
discount for Cilip and MMIT Group
members on pages 34-35.
Louise Smith, senior information
assistant - acquisitions at BPP
Professional Education won
the draw this year and will be
attending the conference plus
reflecting on the experience in the
journal after the event.
MMIT and other Cilip members
can claim a 25 percent discounton
registration fees by using the special
link from the page at:
www.internet-librarian.com/2013/
registration.php

CorelDRAW Home & Student
Suite 2014
Corel has launched the 2014 Home
& Student Edition of their awardwinning CorelDRAW Graphics
Suite X6. Priced at just £99
including VAT and for installation
on up to three PCs per household,
CorelDRAW Home & Student is
fantastic value. Targeted for home
use, the software includes built-in
training videos and professionallydesigned templates that make it
easy to design reports, drawings,
flyers, logos and more. Plus, this
latest version offers powerful
font and text support, advanced
photo-editing tools, customisable
applications and compatibility
with the latest versions of
Windows.
With a variety of content,
users can find exactly what they
need to complete their projects.
CorelDRAW Home & Student Suite
2014 includes 1000 high-quality
clipart and digital images, 100
high-resolution photos, 100 fonts,
100 professional templates, and
400 frames and patterns. Find
all the learning tools needed to
start smoothly and design with
confidence, including valuable
video tutorials, helpful tips and
tricks, and insights from the
experts in an inspiring electronic
guidebook.
Key new features include:
•
Videos and tutorials — Learn
tips and tricks from how-to

•

•

•

•

•

video tutorials, and insights
from design experts.
Customisable applications
— Modify the appearance of
CorelDRAW and Corel PHOTOPAINT on your desktop,
including the icon size, menu
item, tool, command, feature
or application.
Draw arcs with Polyline tool
— With the new Polyline tool
you can draw circular arcs
to quickly and easily create
beautiful designs.
Adjust brushstroke
transparency and feathering
— In Corel PHOTO-PAINT you
can interactively adjust the
transparency and feathering
of brushstrokes as you paint
with any of the brush tools.
Draw and modify shapes
and lines with precision —
Using the Object Coordinates
docker, you can specify the
position, dimensions, angle
and attributes of your object.
Instantly see the effects of
your adjustments with live
preview.
OpenType options in Dockers
— Access the OpenType
buttons from within both the
Text and the Object Properties
docker. All typography
choices are centrally located
within the CorelDRAW and
Corel PHOTO-PAINT dockers.

www.corel.com/coreldraw
www.coreldraw.com
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Computing requires creativity

When asked to review this book I took a quick
look at the title and thought it intriguing. On
starting to read the book I quickly realised
that the book is most certainly not aimed at
the general library and information science
audience. A good grasp of mathematics
and physics is absolutely essential, and my
ancient A-level maths, and further maths,
with some first year university mathematics
was feeling very challenged by page 42.
The book does explore how the world wide
web might serve as a model to explain some
of the characteristics of the universe.
I leave you with the quote from p327:
“All the hard maths aside, there is one final
similarity that shines through. Easily the
most significant hypothesis in this book
proposes that unconstrained information
and computation can be seen to spin out
into a metapattern not dissimilar to that of a
Minkowski cone.

school librarians should be working with
mathematics teachers

By Tetlow, Philip.
Farnham: Gower, 2012.
ISBN: 978-1-4094-4039-0
Price: £58.50 from
www.gowerpublishing.com
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“This is further followed up by the
suggestion that various types of conic section
through such a cone might reveal interesting,
and possibly emergent, metabehaviours
arising from the individual informational
and computational units involved. Because
of this we have danced around the rather
large conjecture by trying to find ways to
suggest that gravity might be one of these
metabehaviours.
“But wait, we now know that the Web can
be linked to the Zeta function with relative
ease and we know that there is some very
good reasoning in place to suggest that the
Zeta function can indeed be used to describe
borderline conditions between quantum

descriptions of reality and classically atomic
equivalents, so what might be the similarities
between the Zeta function and the ideas laid
out in this book?”

•

the book explores how the world wide web
might serve as a model to explain some of the
characteristics of the universe

•

There are books on popular science,
for example, Gleick on chaos theory,
which manage to hide a lot of the difficult
mathematics but this book is not one of
those, nor could it be. Tetlow is working
amidst many of the debates in physics about
thermodynamics and the second law, gravity,
emergent behaviour and some aspects of
quantum physics. To be able to critique the
ideas presented in this book would require a
very sound grasp of postgraduate physics —
very likely to the standard of research staff
in CERN.
Reading parts of the book made me
reflect on the relationship between the
computational information scientist and
library scientist/librarian. There’s little
doubt for me that most of the big ideas, the
imagination, the desire to solve problems, to
look at situations from different perspectives
now belong to the territory of computing.
The strapline of the British Computer Society
is “enabling the information society”— and
it is interesting to note that the BCS wants
to see an ICT curriculum for schools that is
innovative, exciting and rigorous.
The BCS together with the Royal Academy
of Engineering1 hope that “The National
Curriculum for ICT should ensure that all
pupils:
•
Are competent, confident, and creative
users of information technology

•

•

Can critically evaluate and apply
information technology (including new
or unfamiliar technologies) responsibly,
collaboratively and effectively to solve
problems
Can analyse problems in computational
terms, and have repeated practical
experience of writing computer
programs in order to solve them
Can understand and apply the
fundamental principles of computer
science, including logic, algorithms, data
representation, and networks
Can critically articulate the individual,
cultural, and societal impacts of digital
technology, and know how to stay safe,
exploit opportunities, and manage risks.

If this document does have an influence
on the school curriculum in the UK, then
the results should help a future generation
of library and information professionals. A
search through the Library and Information
Science Technology Abstracts database
for the term numeracy finds very few
documents, far fewer than for “literacy”. This
is strange given government emphasis, for
decades, on improving numeracy in schools.
There are a few signs of activity (but often in
countries other than the UK).
One article discusses how school librarians
should be working with mathematics
teachers2, and another describes how
the health librarian collaborated with
Learn Direct to improve basic literacy
and numeracy skills of hospital staff3. A
letter from the chief statistician of Canada
commends the efforts of Canadian teacherlibrarians for their contribution to the third
place secured by Canadian 15 year old
students in an international test4.
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Other articles note the importance of
numeracy for health literacy, to help patients
and the public understand the risks of
various treatment options and the chances of
health gain.
One of the more amusing university
meetings I attended featured a senior
computer science lecturer who argued that
numeracy was every bit as important as
literacy — to a stunned audience largely from
the arts and (softer) social sciences staff.
Both sides of the divide would value the
higher order learning skills of Benjamin
Bloom, that of synthesis (or creation) and
evaluation, but the assumption of some of
those with arts and humanities background
often seems to be that they are the “creative”
types, unlike those boring scientists and
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let’s hope that the next generation of library
and information professionals can cope with the
analytic and numeracy skills they need to run
services efficiently and effectively

mathematicians. And at the same time they
are happily downloading ingenious apps for
their phones? Where do these come from,
I wonder?
Let’s hope that the next generation of
library and information professionals can
cope with the analytic and numeracy skills

they need to run services efficiently and
effectively. Creativity is required to devise
neat and attractive solutions to information
service or system requirements. To get to the
creative stage, however, requires the basic
skills in literacy — and numeracy — and
related to that, ICT.

Dr
Christine
Christine
Urquhart,
Urquhart,
Senior
Department
Lecturer,
of
Department
Informationof
Studies,
Information
AberystwythStudies,
University
Aberystwyth University
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Learn the art of visualisation - how to illustrate data using graphics
To create effective data visualisations, you
must be part statistician, part designer,
and part storyteller. In Data Points, Nathan
Yau introduces us to the thinking process
that helps us create original, meaningful
visualisations that an audience will both
understand and remember. It is hard to open
any newspaper and not see some very snazzy
statistical charts.
It seems that the art of data graphics or
visualisation is fast becoming a movement
of its own. I jumped at the opportunity to
review this book as I can see how adopting
the right visualisation data tools could
dramatically transform my data and hopefully
make me look impressive.

By Yau, Nathan.
Wiley, 2013.
ISBN: 978-1-118-46219-5
Price: £26.99 from http://eu.wiley.com/
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to create effective data visualisations, you must be
part statistician, part designer, and part storyteller
Nathan attempts here to help us discover
what data is and what we can learn from it,
explore our data, find the story, and bring it
to life and ultimately understand visualisation
as a medium that lets us present and express
meaning in data.
This is a good old fashioned coffee table
book in the sense that it simply looks
visually impressive. It is easy to dip in and
out of and does not really need to be read
in a sequential fashion. There are numerous
examples from art, design, business, statistics,
cartography, and online media which give us
both excellent ideas about illustrating data.
One gets the impression that this book took a
great deal of time to put together.
The author is also behind the excellent
FlowingData website. With over 66,000
subscribers, FlowingData explores how

designers, statisticians, and computer
scientists use data to understand ourselves
better — mainly through data visualisation.
Money spent, reps at the gym, time you
waste, and personal information you enter
online are all data. It attempts to help us
understand these data flows and allow
especially non-experts to make sense of it all.

making sense of data is becoming a crucial skill in
this digital age
Nathan has a PhD in statistics and has
written a couple of other books on how to
visualizs data. One of his books was titled
Visualize This and here Nathan introduces us
to the tools and programming techniques
for visualisation. It is a good complement
to Data Points, which simply explores the
thinking process that helps us create original,
meaningful visualisations.
Regarding the actual structure, the book is
divided into seven chapters:
•
Chapter 1 ‘Understanding Data’ explains
what data represents and provides a soft
introduction to later concepts.
•
Chapter 2 ‘Visualization: The Medium’
explores information graphics and
presentation, data art and the everyday.
•
Chapter 3 ‘Representing Data’
demonstrates visualisation concepts and
putting it together.
•
Chapter 4 ‘Exploring Data Visually’
demonstrates visualising categorical,
time series and spatial data along with
multiple variables and distributions.
•
Chapter 5 ‘Visualizing with Clarity’
concentrates on visual hierarchy,
readability, highlighting and annotation.
•
Chapter 6 ‘Designing for an Audience’
outlines common misconceptions

•

and tips on presenting data to people.
Finally,
Chapter 7 ‘Where to Go from Here’
provides a summary of recommended
visualisation and programming tools.

•
This is not an in-depth book that could
be used as course text in university but
rather a book to inspire and also assist in
the visualisation of data. The core content
is indeed made up of graphical examples. It
does not pretend to be anything other than
what it is.

I’d recommend this book for anyone with an
interest in the process of design and analysis
My only disappointment with the book
was in the final chapter on visualisation
tools and programming where I would
have liked to see more critical analysis and
discussion on the sites resources mentioned
along with a broader range of resources.
Ultimately, I would recommend this book for
anyone interested in the process of design
and analysis. It is about making sense of
data and that is becoming a crucial skill in
this digital age.
http://flowingdata.com/about/
Editor’s Note: see Andy Tattersall’s review of
McCandless, David: Information is Beautiful. in
our August 2010 issue (Vol 36, No 3) our focus
on digitisation in this issue pages 22-33.
Ken Cheetham,
Student
Support
Kevin
Curran
is
Disabilities
Unit,
Senior
Lecturer
in
Cardiff Metropolitan
Computer
Science,
Universityof Ulster
University
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The author was able to thoroughly
investigate this Canon ‘super-zoom’ model
before investing in it to his advantage.
The principal interest was in fact the
extraordinary 50x optical zoom lens, with
two main applications in mind: wildlife
photography and recording remote details
from otherwise inaccessible landscapes.
The 24mm wider end of the zoom is a boon
in broad angle landscape work, while the
ability of the lens to focus right down to zero
in macro mode is a huge benefit when the
wildlife is tiny.

Image: © Andrey Pavlov | Dreamstime.com - does not show the Canon PowerShot

Canon PowerShot SX50HS Review

What’s included
Let’s though go back to the beginning to see
what comes in the box and what doesn’t.
Included are:
•
Camera
•
Rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- NB-10L
•
Battery charger and mains cable
•
Neck strap
•
Lens cap with retaining cord
•
2 x CD-ROMs holding software solutions
and camera/software manuals
•
‘Getting Started’ booklet in 18 languages
•
Warranty booklet
What are missing are a USB connection
lead and an AC adaptor, the latter essential
for powering the camera when mains power
is available, helping to preserve battery
life. These items are listed, with others, as
optional extras, but at considerable cost.
Printed User Guides are seldom available with
cameras these days. The guide for this model
being supplied as an 18MB PDF file and some
282 pages long is not at all helpful, as users
in the majority of locations are neither likely
to have a CD reading facility to hand nor wish
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to carry their home-printed guide nor face
the cost of home-print production. To make
matters worse, not even a minimal memory
card is supplied and as there is no internal
memory you will need to supply a card
before you can get started. This bride really
has been stripped bare.

Key specifications
Using the camera on an everyday basis
has demonstrated that, although it is built
essentially from plastic covering a metal
frame, it is tough and resilient. It weighs
640g with lens cap, strap, card and battery

the ability of the lens to focus right down to zero
in macro mode is a huge benefit when the wildlife
is tiny
included, about the same as an average DSLR
without a lens mounted.
•
•
•
•

Lens: Canon f/3.4-6.5, 50X Zoom, 4.3215mm (24-1,200mm equivalent)
Shutter: 15-1/2000th sec
File format: RAW, JPEG, RAW and JPEG
simultaneously
Power: NB-10L rechargeable Li-Ion;
Optional AC adaptor
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about 4.5 stops, would reduce this to 1/60th.
Were the faster shutter speed to be used at
the minimum aperture, f/6.5, very bright light
would be needed to do any work at all. This
confirms that without image stabilisation, use
of a tripod would be essential. Conversely,
the difficulties inherent to extreme focal
length photography have not been ignored
by Canon in their design. There is an
Enhanced Zoom Framing Assistant that can
lock-on to a subject, keeping it in the frame
and a ‘Seek’ button can rapidly zoom out so
that a subject ‘lost’ from the frame can be
repositioned.

Image: © Canon

High Dynamic Range mode enables the camera
to record a larger dynamic range between the
lightest and darkest areas included in the frame

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor: Back-illuminated CMOS, 6.17 x
4.55mm, 12.1 million effective pixels
LCD: articulated 2.8”, 461,000 dots
Viewfinder: Electronic, 202,000 dots
Focusing modes: Single, Continuous,
Tracking AF, Manual
Memory cards: SD, SDHC, SDXC
ISO range: 80 - 6400
Metering: Centre-weighted, Evaluative,
Spot
Exposure compensation: ±3EV in 1/3
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•
•

steps
Image stabilizer: Optical 4.5 stops
Maximum resolution: 4000 x 3000

Enhanced zoom
Extreme focal lengths will amplify camera
shake as well as the image, so the shutter
speeds chosen should be the equivalent of
the focal length. This camera, at its greatest
zoom, would need a shutter speed of about
1/1200th sec, but the image stabilisation, at

Such tools enable sharp results in extreme
situations, averting the need of a tripod
in many cases and enabling hand-held
photography where it might have been
thought impossible. The image stabilisation
system is ‘intelligent’ too, selecting the
optimal correction for the settings in use.
This area concerning shutter speed settings
throws up one anomaly to which attention
should be drawn.
When using the Tv (Specific Shutter Speeds
Mode) it became apparent after some little
time that the camera was not adhering to the
shutter speed chosen, but was altering it to
allow for correct exposure when it perceived
that this was not achievable within the
selected settings. Normally, one might have
expected a warning that correct exposure
was not possible and not the startling change
to the shutter speed, completely interfering
with the photographer’s wish to achieve a
particular kind of result.

Research revealed that Canon have now
built into the menu a ‘Safety Shift’ option,
very much an amateur’s tool, whereby
the camera can choose to override the
photographer’s choice of either Shutter
Speed or Aperture Priority in order to achieve
‘standard’ exposure. Not much help when
trying to avoid camera shake with a speed of
1/100th of a second, if the camera is going to
give you1/8th and not a ‘Priority’ mode either.
The maximum aperture, at f/3.4, might be
considered ‘slow’ by many photographers,
but a larger aperture may not be of
particular interest unless you have a
penchant for portraiture from a distance.
Frame-edge detail is less crisp at the wider
angle focal lengths between 24 and 50mm
approximately and these also exhibit some
barrel distortion. This though is as expected.

More detail in shadow and highlight
Amongst a plethora of shooting modes and
scenes, one in particular is of considerable
interest because it allows for significant
correction of a long-standing, naturally
occurring problem in recording images.
High Dynamic Range (HDR) mode enables
the camera to record a larger dynamic
range between the lightest and darkest
areas included in the frame, so that much
more detail is available in both shadow and
highlight areas of a scene.
The camera achieves this in HDR mode
by making three consecutive exposures
of different exposure values controlled
by the camera. The three are combined
into one, the outcome being a frame with
reduced clipping of the highlights and
improved shadow detail. This mode will
generally require the use of a tripod or some
other form of stable support, as the three
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exposures are not made speedily enough for
handheld application.
The ability to record in RAW format is also
a major advantage and along with manual
exposure it adds significantly to the level
of user control. Using this format you will
need to call upon the Digital Photography
Professional software included in the
package or of course you can use Photoshop
and its Adobe Camera Raw plug-in — check
with adobe.com for the latest software
versions.

Handling
The camera handles very well indeed and all
controls are easy to activate, while autofocus
is both rapid and accurate. There is a very
basic electronic viewfinder, but it is useful for
alignment and composition when the LCD
screen is rendered unusable in extremely
bright surroundings.

Finally, then, the whole point of all of this
is — image quality. The broad focal range
may very well be expected to adversely
affect image quality, but this is much better
than generally anticipated, doubtless due to
Canon’s attention to this possibility and their
inclusion of the tools mentioned to handle
the ultra-zoom exposures. Clipped highlights
may be the worst problem, but tools are
present to deal with those too.
Other problems include noise at
higher ISO levels, but that is not unusual.
Otherwise, image quality is good, especially
at low ISOs and colour is excellent in
standard mode without the need for further
adjustments. Automatic white balance gave
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Canon has presented us with a fine camera which
will perform very well

good results in most conditions — a little
cool perhaps under some overcast skies, but
generally good saturation was observed in
realistic colours with subjects better than
acceptably sharp.
On the whole, Canon has presented us
with a fine camera which will perform very

well indeed without any recourse by users
to the expense and inconvenience of a
digital SLR. It’s now available for less than
£360 including VAT.
More information available from:
www.canon.co.uk

Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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Identity and access management explained
Richard Walters, CTO of SaaSID,
describes how librarians,
archivists and researchers can
facilitate the use of cloud-based
services by applying identity
and access management (IAM)
and applying application control
and auditing to browser-based
applications

has an historic value, but also an economic one. The
British Library invested £33 million in the digitisation of its
newspaper archive. Therefore, it has a vested interest in
securing digital assets.
It is not only access to historical works that needs to be
secured in the cloud, but also intellectual property. Dr.
Andrew Cox, Co-ordinator of the MSc in Digital Library
Management at the University of Sheffield, writing on the
issue of Research Data Management (RDM) in MmIT Journal,
November 2012 stated, “Much e-research is based on large

features

scale collaborations of investigators distributed around the
world. They are often using shared tools and repositories, in
the cloud perhaps”… “Risks posed by loss of data, privacy or
security issues are also an incentive for much more careful
data management”.

Protecting intellectual property in the cloud
Now that so much of our digital information is stored in the
cloud, the availability of a desktop PC no longer dictates
access to information. The device used to access archives and
academic research is no longer a fixed desktop PC, it could
just as easily be a smartphone or tablet, as long as there is an
internet connection and browser available.
The browser is the new interface between academics and

On 4th May 2013, the HM Government G-Cloud introduced
the “Public Cloud First Policy” mandate, to assist government
departments in migrating to using cloud services.
Government procurement officers are now instructed that
whenever they are procuring new IT services they must
consider and evaluate cloud-based services, “before they
consider any other option.”

it’s not only access to historical works that needs to be secured in the
cloud, but also intellectual property
Far from following government mandates, the British
Library has led the field in cloud computing over the past
decade. Its Web Archiving programme began in 2004,
making use of Amazon’s elastic cloud compute (EC2) and big
data tools from IBM and Hadoop (see Dave Vile’s article in
Computer Weekly).
The British Library is also in the process of creating a
digital archive of three centuries’ worth of newspapers. 40
million pages are expected to be scanned and digitised by
2020. Researchers visiting the British Library can access the
digital newspaper archive free of charge and online access
will be provided by the British Library’s commercial partner,
brightsolid, via a paid-for website (see John Oates’ story in
The Register).
The work undertaken by the British Library and brightsolid
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Is password security an oxymoron?
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Collaboration – who did what, where?

managing access to browser-based applications and gaining more
granular control over who can use those applications to access
digital assets, intellectural property and valuable academic research,
provides a new challenge for document managers, librarians and
academic staff
based applications, to minimise the risk of people re-using
passwords or logging-in under the guise of their colleagues.

SOS Single Sign On?
Ten years ago, the Organisation for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards (OASIS) consortium
announced Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) v1.0
as the new standard for authorising identity and controlling
access to web services. SAML was developed by OASIS from
the federated identity and authorisation work undertaken
by VeriSign, Netegrity, Jamcracker and Securant, to provide
a standard means of confirming the identity and entitlement
of users, to control access to online partners’ services and

An undeniable benefit of using cloud-based services is the
ability for academics to share research and collaborate,
without having to be in the same physical location. A host of
cloud-based collaboration services including Google Drive,
Dropbox, Microsoft Sky Drive, Box and Apple iCloud have all
made it easier for academics to share documents between
research teams. However, this ease of sharing also raises the
risk of intellectual property being stolen or of privacy being
breached if any member of the team uses weak security
credentials.
In recognition of the risks, Dropbox recently introduced
Single Sign On to control access to the application and
prevent professional users from resorting to weak, easily
guessed passwords. This can be linked to an institution’s
existing identity store such as Active Directory, enabling
existing authentication policies to be applied to Dropbox.
The introduction of SSO has been welcomed by data security
specialists, however, it does not tell a lead researcher or
project manager who shared which document with whom.
This lack of visibility has been a common stumbling block
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applications that are used outside of the enterprise intranet.
One of the most important current applications of SAML is to
enable Single Sign On to online applications.
Lian-James analyst, Martin Banks, recently wrote, “Single
Sign On capabilities are set to become one of the key
requirements for businesses as they move to the cloud.
The advantages of having the majority of the information
management resources a business requires delivered by SaaS
will soon be lost if every user has to keep signing in to every
service.”
“Yet that is only part of the issue, for SaaS services can
also bring a new raft of operational management problems.
Because the services are only consumed on premise, but
run somewhere else, authenticating users to use a service
is only a small part of the problem. The much bigger part
is managing what they do when they are connected.” (See
Martin Banks’ article.) This ability to manage users’ activity
in between log-in and log off is the crunch issue that has
prevented many organisations from adopting SaaS.

their documents, media and research. Therefore, this should
be a focal point for RDM security.
Managing access to browser-based applications and
gaining more granular control over who can use those
applications to access digital assets, intellectual property and
valuable academic research, provides a new challenge for
document managers, librarians and academic staff.
A significant benefit of embedding security within the
browser is that it enables flexible Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) schemes, with the attendant availability and
productivity benefits. If SaaS access can be managed and
audited through the browser, then researchers and librarians
can be given greater freedom over the devices they use to
conduct their research.

As more applications are accessed via the browser, the
issue of password security becomes more pressing. Recent
password database breaches have served as a reminder of the
risks posed to digital assets. Too often, people select weak,
easily cracked passwords and re-use them across multiple
SaaS applications.
Lax password security can have much broader
repercussions. The day after LinkedIn user credentials were
published on a Russian hacker’s site, online dating site,
eHarmony, had its database hacked, with some 1.5 million
passwords leaked. The following day, user credentials were
breached by online music site, Last.FM (see Infosecurity
article) These three incidents, affecting up to 10 million
users, offered additional proof that SaaS platforms with large
user bases attract the attention of organised criminals and
hammered home the reasons why log-in credentials should
never be re-used for multiple web-based applications.
Following the LinkedIn hack, security company Rapid7,
released its analysis of the top 10 most commonly used
passwords. (See Anthony Wing Kosner’s analysis in Forbes.)
The top LinkedIn password was ‘link’. Others in the top 10
included ‘12345’, ‘job’ and ‘work’. Once again, this showed
why research data managers and librarians need to enforce
strong passwords as part of their data security strategy. It also
pressed the case for using Single Sign On (SSO) for cloud-
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when organisations adopt SaaS.
A way to increase control over digital assets and research
data that are shared via cloud-based collaboration would
be limit the usability of certain sharing functions within
the application and to apply tighter controls over who can
share documents. Logging user activity is also a good way of
assessing who has contributed to a research project and to
keep track of sources. Knowing who logged into and out of
the application does not provide a sufficiently detailed record
of a collaborative project. An auditor, or archivist, would need
to know who shared what with whom.

Managing SaaS application features
One of the biggest inhibitors to the increase in SaaS is the
forced downgrade to the one size fits all security model
offered by SaaS vendors. The vendor models typically lack
granularity.

an undeniable benefit of using cloud-based services is the ability for
academics to share research and collaborate, without having to be in
the same physical location
Organisations need to restore on-premise equivalent
access control and auditing for web-based applications,
independently of the cloud vendor if necessary. Browserbased technology addresses these challenges, while
still allowing academics and librarians to benefit from
the scalability and portability of SaaS. Browser-based
application control takes the logical step on from mobile
device management and Single Sign On tools and enables
authentication, control over application features and auditing
of browser-based activity.
Using browser-based application control, certain page
elements including buttons and links can be hidden to
prevent activities such as downloading, export, attachment
of files and sharing of documents. In addition, control over
browser functions such as ‘Print’ and ‘Copy’, can be applied
to protect valuable academic research and comply with
copyright laws when digital assets are accessed using SaaS.
This application feature control allows document managers
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to regain control over the use of SaaS applications. This allows
for a consistent security policy across the organisation, or
research project, regardless of whether the applications are
being accessed using traditional client-server models, or via
the browser.
When researching a SaaS solution, a key feature to look
for includes the ability to rapidly on-board new colleagues
and applications, without requiring costly recoding of the
back end applications. Equally, having the ability to rapidly
revoke or modify access, whenever colleagues leave the
organisation, or change roles, should form part of the
specification when selecting a SaaS solution.

Agents vs proxies for managing SaaS
This article has outlined the benefits of browser-based data

management when libraries and academic institutions adopt
SaaS. There are two ways of doing this, using agents and
proxies.
Proxies are able to filter by URL and block access to
specific pages. The proxy-based approach to managing
web applications is a valid solution for websites that are
delivered using the traditional model where each individual
page within the application has a unique URL. However,
proxies cannot be used effectively to manage content when
a web application is a single-page application (SPA), also
known as a single-page interface (SPI) application. An SPA is
a web application that has a single URL (only the parameters
associated with the URL change) and is intended to provide
a user experience more in-line with that of a desktop
application.
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Cloud standards - organisations and resources
There are numerous alliances, consortia and organisations working on providing consistent guidelines on security and compliance in the cloud:

Cloud Computing Assurance Maturity
Model (CAMM)

A consortium that includes the European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA), has published a report on cloud computing and a framework for risk assessment
www.enisa.europa.eu/act/rm/files/deliverables/cloud-computing-risk-assessment

Cloud Security Alliance

The alliance promotes the use of best practices for providing security assurance within cloud computing
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/About.html

FedRAMP

This US organisation provides a standard approach to assessing and authorising cloud computing services and products
www.info.apps.gov/content/federal-risk-and-authorization-management-program-fedramp

NIST

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology provides various resources on cloud computing including a detailed definition – now at version 15
http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/index.html

Open Cloud Consortium

The consortium supports the development of standards for cloud computing and interoperation between clouds
http://opencloudconsortium.org/

Open Management Group

The group maintains a wiki at http://cloud-standards.org/wiki which is a rich single source of information from some of the groups and initiatives above.

Additional resources
‘Procure Secure’ A guide to monitoring of security service levels in cloud contracts” Dr. Giles Hogben, Dr. Marnix Dekker, ENISA
www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/application-security/cloud-computing/procure-secure-a-guide-to-monitoring-of-security-service-levels-in-cloud-contracts
Within an SPA, typically all necessary code (HTML,
JavaScript, and CSS) is retrieved with a single page load.
Updates to the page, as the user interacts with it, may or
may not involve further interaction with the server. The page
doesn’t automatically reload during user interaction with the
application and control doesn’t transfer to another page. The
URL in the browser, the attribute that a proxy-based solution
relies upon, rarely changes across the entire functionality of
the application.
Google Apps is a well-known SPA. Within Google Apps, as
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the user accesses Gmail and Google Calendar for example,
the core URL never changes. Only the URL parameters are
modified.
With a proxy-based solution there is one choice: allow
access to Google Apps in its entirety or block it completely.
For filtering individual components, such as specific buttons,
links or menu options on the screen, or within the page,
proxies simply cannot be used.
The majority of modern pages are built on the user’s
machine and rendered within the browser window. The

base HTML is delivered to the client’s browser first and
then additional functionality is delivered (by JavaScript,
for example) that enhances the core structure with event
handlers and builds the page up into a richer Document
Object Model (DOM).
With proxies, specific URLs must be filtered. The choices
are therefore limited to either blocking the base page, or
individual scripts within a page. If the base page is blocked
then the user will see no content at all. Blocking individual
scripts typically breaks all functionality within the page,
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whilst the user may see some or all content, the application
is effectively crippled. To provide restrictions to specific page
elements, such as removing tabs and disabling links, the
only option is to use an agent on the device, alongside the
browser.
The agent-based approach not only allows highly granular
control over access to individual page elements but also
delivers additional benefits including:
•
Control over access to browser functions such as Print
and Copy
•
Users have to access applications via the agent. Whilst

•
•

•

•

proxies can be bypassed if accessing applications outside
of the corporate network, agents always require the user
to authenticate to the agent first before accessing cloudbased resources, no matter which device they are using.
RDM managers gain visibility of every user of the
application
Duplications and underuse of web applications become
apparent through the use of agent-based authentication
and access control. This provides useful information
when licences come up for renewal.
Having an agent in the browser allows for the delivery of
Single Sign On across a wide range of devices, not just
those known to, or owned by the organisation
Option to take a screenshot of the browser content to
provide a visual audit trail for auditing who contributed
content via collaborative applications.

Summary & conclusion

Image: © Marianmocanu | Dreamstime.com

Cloud computing offers accessibility, collaboration and cost
benefits to libraries and academic organisations, particularly
when international teams are collaborating on research. The
low capital cost, pay-as-you-go utility computing model,
with the agility of on-demand near instant provisioning
of additional services, is highly appealing. Services are
available on a wide range of devices wherever there is a
wired, or wireless, network connection. However, the benefits
are heavily conflicted with increased risk, loss of control,
forced downgrade to a one size fits all security model, lack
of evidence of who contributed, or shared content and
accountability issues if assets are compromised.
SSO is now enabling improved identity and access control.
However, we must not forget the requirement for an audit
trail that enables collaborative contributions to be tracked
and attributed. Extending on-premise policy enforcement,
access control and auditing is the best route to enabling SaaS,
while retaining granular control over intellectual property
and digital assets and without impeding the productivity of
your peers.

features

SaaSID is a privately held company founded to address the
growing security and compliance issues created by web-based
application use; the consumerisation of IT and the influx of
mobile devices into the enterprise IT environment.
www.saasid.com
See our previous features on cloud computing:
Appleton, Leo ‘Cloudbusting: MMIT Group’s 2013 Conference, 5
April’ MmIT Journal. Pp. 9-10 (i) 2013
Book review: Getting Started with Cloud Computing
(Corrado & Moulaison) MmIT Journal. Pp. 5-6 (iv) 2012
Burton, Andy ‘The Commercial Framework for Cloud Services
Lags Behind’ MmIT Journal. Pp. 28-9 (iv) 2012
Goldner, Matt ‘Winds of Change, Libraries and Cloud
Computing’ MmIT Journal. Pp. 24-8 (iii) 2012
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Secure access to university resources at Indiana University
Access to networks is essential for
students and staff working and
studying at today’s education
institutions. Jacob Farmer, Identity
Management Systems Manager
at Indiana University, explains
how the university established a
balance between delivering robust
security access while providing
user convenience
Grounded in the liberal arts and sciences, Indiana
University (IU) is a major multi-campus public research
institution and a world leader in professional, medical, and
technological education.

seeking a more secure and convenient way to access university
resources via personal, public and Indiana University computers
Its mission is to provide broad access to undergraduate,
graduate, and continuing education for students
throughout Indiana, the United States, and the world, as
well as outstanding academic and cultural programs and
student services.

requirements, IU started to research a more secure and
convenient way to access university resources via personal,
public and IU computers.

Maximum effect, with minimum impact
There were other practical considerations, too. It was
important that the implementation could be conducted
in the background, so end-users did not have to install
any software on their computers. The solution also had to
be integrated into the IU’s existing infrastructure, without
requiring any significant changes. To understand the scale
of the challenge, consider that IU has a heterogeneous
computing environment. This includes IU’s and students’
personal Windows and Macintosh-based computers across
its eight campuses.

Solutions for data security
After assessing the solutions available, IU was convinced
that VASCO’s IDENTIKEY Authentication Server in
conjunction with VASCO DIGIPASS GO 6 authenticators met
its needs. The DIGIPASS® GO 6 also appealed, because it is

a ‘one-button’ authenticator, based on VASCO’s DIGIPASS
technology.

a major multi-campus public research institution and a world-leader
in professional, medical and technological education
VASCO’s DIGIPASS GO 6 turned out to be a user-friendly
solution for both faculty and staff. It generates one-time
passwords at the push of a button. The password is only
valid for a limited period, so it will become useless if
intercepted by hackers. It offered that assurance along with
the level of convenience we were striving for.

Partnering for a secure future
It turned out that there was a further benefit to be enjoyed
from the partnership between Indiana University and
VASCO. The university adheres to the InCommon Silver
Identity Assurance Program. InCommon offers trust services
to higher education institutions, research organisations, and
their sponsored corporate partners.

Keeping data safe and secure
Today, IU is a multi-campus public research institution and
a world leader in professional, medical and technological
education. Ensuring quality of education and learning
means investing in solutions and technology that optimise
the learning experience. With the nature of education
changing and technology playing an increasingly important
role in students’ and lecturers’ lives, more data is being
shared and stored. Data, of course, needs protecting, and
when a legacy authentication solution required a costly
upgrade to meet IU’s evolving security and technological
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InCommon is operated by Internet2. It serves US
education and research communities, supporting a common
framework of trust services and operating the InCommon
Federation — the US trust federation for research and
education — and the community-driven InCommon
Certificate Service. The InCommon Federation enables
scalable, trusted collaborations among its community of
participants.
VASCO’s strong authentication can be used — and is
recognised — as a key component in achieving InCommon
Silver Certification. VASCO’s solid history working within the
higher education community played a significant role in the
selection process.
While there are many components that go into
compliance, VASCO’s two-factor authentication solution
is essential to IU’s plans to simply and securely reach the
level of identity assurance required for InCommon Silver.
This means that an Identity Provider Operator can prove
the identity of a user from the start and at each log-in via
proper identity vetting practices, the strength of digital
credentials used, the security of Authentication Secrets and
their resistance to hacking/guessing, the secure credential
distribution and storage practices and the ability to retain
access records for audits. All in, opting for a VASCO solution
made sense on multiple levels.

platform — and the ability to mix and match end-user
devices — provided a number of implementation options.

two-factor authentication — proving the identity of a user from the
start and at each log-in
This was important given that the legacy authentication
system was in place for many years and was embedded
in multiple applications on campus. Here, the ease of
integrating VASCO’s solution meant that the university was
able to meet the very aggressive timeline for the transition,
with it taking only a few months to deploy.
A further challenge to address was how the university
could successfully exchange legacy tokens for the new
VASCO DIGIPASS authenticators. To resolve this, it decided
to organise an exchange process, meaning that everyone

features

would receive a DIGIPASS GO 6 in exchange for their old
token. While reasonably effective, this process did require
a lot of staff resources. Next time, we would probably take
advantage of VASCO’s experience in fulfilment, in order to
more effectively manage the distribution of devices. That
would probably prove to be an easier solution.

A problem solved
Overall, we’re very happy with the VASCO solution. It was
flexible, cost effective and caused minimal disruption for
end users. More than that, we are assured that we have
boosted security for staff and students, while protecting
against unauthorised access to university data, without
impacting user convenience.
Indiana University www.indiana.edu
VASCO www.vasco.com

Deployment lessons
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The eventual integration went very smoothly, not least
because it was not necessary to install additional hardware
with the IDENTIKEY Authentication Server. Additionally,
management of the end-user devices was done easily using
the simple IDENTIKEY web-based administration interface.
This proved to be exactly what the university needed; given
that there are over 10,000 faculty and staff users, both on
and off campus, the University had to ensure uninterrupted
secure access to the network at all times. It was essential
therefore that the implementation process had minimal
impact on users.
The VASCO solution allowed Indiana University to offer
support for different platforms, without complication... or
additional cost. The flexibility of VASCO’s authentication
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Jobs of the future: creativity and technology working together
There’s no doubt that an ability
to flourish in a world of fast
changing technology will be
essential for future success.
Professor Andrew Hugill,
director of creative computing
at Bath Spa University, looks
forward five years at the jobs
that will ensure creativity and
technology continue to work
together

ethics when it comes to social media and online behaviour,
including how individual employees act online. In a society
where technology changes so quickly, the jobs highlight how
much information consumers and companies have to digest
on a daily basis, as well as the need for more creative thinking
at the very top of businesses. In fact, these jobs are just

the next step in the direction many companies are already
heading in.
The emphasis of these jobs and the CTE course is personal
skills, such as mental attitude, time analysis (structured and
creative) and conflict resolution, together with the leadership
and collaborative working abilities required to operate in our

Introduction

Image: supplied by Bath Spa University

From Sir Tim Berners Lee to Martha Lane Fox, the UK has
a heritage of great creative thinking in technology, and
we have a lot to offer the world in terms of creativity and
entrepreneurial spirit.
Creative people are becoming increasingly tech savvy, and
there is a clear requirement already in business for creativity
to work seamlessly with technology. Future industries now
depend on people who are equipped with it all — creative
ideas, entrepreneurial skills and technological knowledge.
As a result of this change in the business landscape, Bath
Spa University has launched a new four-year integrated
Masters degree in Creative Technology and Enterprise
(CTE). The aim of the new course is to produce creative
entrepreneurial graduates with a well-rounded appreciation
of the significant business and social potential offered by
digital technologies, and their personal responsibilities as
knowledgeable cybercitizens.

Equipping graduates for future jobs
As part of the course, the university has created a list of jobs
likely to become commonplace in businesses worldwide
over the next four years. The jobs themselves range from an
‘ideationalist’ that specialises in creative thinking, to a ‘Digital
Citizeneer’ who is responsible for managing a company’s
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Collective Intelligence Officer
Manages an organisation’s most valuable data, patents and plans, makes
sure it stays safe from hackers and well away from the competition.
Data Ecologist
Creates & looks after private and public data in the cloud.
Digital Citizeneer
Manages a company’s ethics when it comes to social media and online
behaviour, including the way that individual employees act online.
Gamification Consultant
Provides advice and techniques for introducing thinking and strategies
you’d normally use in computer games into business.
Ideationalist
Comes up with creative ideas that work across different technologies.
Pervasive Mediatrician
Love it or hate it, mobile technology is here to stay, and this person
makes sure that gadgets used at work are as portable as possible, and
give employees as much flexibility as they can.
Software Level Crosser
No one wants training courses in new IT systems – this person will be in
charge of creating new software that works better for users in business.
Tetherless World Engineer
This role is about making sure employees can access the information
they need from any device. Technology users will no longer be ‘tethered’
to a desktop PC at work, they’ll get what they need from any device.
Transliteracy Developer
Develops workers’ abilities to be literate across IT platforms and media.
Virtual Environment Manager
Oversees the development and use of virtual environments in business.
Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 39 Number 3

modern digital world.
In order to be a successful ‘Data Ecologist’ a candidate
would need to be able to understand the principles of cloud
computing architecture, infrastructure and security. They
should have a clear understanding of the concept of personal
cloud, the value of moving to cloud based systems and be
able to implement software as a service. By harnessing these
skills the candidate would be able to fully advise members
of staff on the data available in the cloud, both privately and
publicly.
Potentially working alongside a ‘Data Ecologist’ would
be a ‘Collective Intelligence Officer’. As more and more of
our data are uploaded online, this role will ensure that a
business’ most valuable data, patents and plans are safe from
hackers and well away from the competition. Candidates
in this role would need experience in web protocol and
standards, integrity, transactions, access control and security.
A hands on approach and engagement in emerging creative
technologies will also be essential in ensuring businesses are
a step ahead of potential online threats.

Skills for the future
The jobs reflect the rapidly-changing digital economy in
which the ability to adapt on-the-fly and make innovative
contributions will be a company’s major resource. As
well as demonstrating the role entrepreneurship, project
management, software programming and creative thinking
will play a in these future job roles.
Enterprises of all sizes now face various challenges, and
opportunities, in the increasingly global digital economy. To
be best equipped to face those challenges and opportunities,
enterprises need outstanding individuals to drive creative
and innovative problem solving whilst maintaining a focus
on the fundamental business benefits and impacts. The new
CTE course at Bath Spa University will spearhead the creation
of these individuals and start producing candidates for these
future job roles.
The Creative Technology and Enterprise MsC course starts in
September 2013 and is taught over four years. Students have
frequent opportunities to work with commercial and industrial
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partners throughout the course. It makes use of Bath Spa
University’s close links with the creative and tech industries, and
aims to provide talented graduates and new ideas that will help
boost UK growth in the longer term.
Unlike those who study for a bachelors and a separate Masters
degree, students who are successful in applying for the CTE
course are guaranteed funding and a place throughout the four
year term.
More information is available on the Bath Spa website here.
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Managers’ information seeking behaviour and use: a challenge
for information providers in the NHS

Introduction
Managers are in urgent need of good quality information.
Managing change and innovation is a central and continuous
activity in most organisations and generates a demand for
evidence to inform decision making. It is widely accepted that
managers’ use of information will enhance their potential
for making good judgments that improve organisational
efficiency and effectiveness. This observation is particularly
relevant to the NHS where managers are at the centre of one
of the most radical restructuring exercises ever undertaken in
the health service.
Having good quality information or evidence will be a vital
factor in their ability to manage this radical change effectively.
However, as Primary Care Trusts are abolished, teams and
departments reorganised and new service providers brought
in, existing banks of knowledge and knowledge sharing
networks are being dismantled. This could have a detrimental
effect on the future supply of tacit and formal information
which managers rely on, unless ways are found to capture
this intelligence.

The research study
Despite very high information needs, while the concept of
evidence-based practice is well established in medicine, very
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little was known about how health service managers used
evidence to inform decisions. To begin to address this gap,
Professor Christine Edwards and a multidisciplinary team
of experts from Kingston University, St Georges, University
of London, Essex University and University College London
undertook research funded by the NHS NIHR to identify what
factors assisted or prevented NHS managers from making
better use of information.

in the NHS managers are at the centre of one of the most radical
restructuring exercises ever undertaken in the health service
They interviewed 59 managers from six healthcare trusts
to learn more about how information informed the decisionmaking processes involved in major innovation projects. The
research team also surveyed more than 2,000 managers in
a further 59 Trusts and 150 librarians/information managers
across England to see how they decided they needed
information, where they looked for it and how they evaluated
and used it.
The research findings suggest that health managers are
similar to other managers in their information use and the
study provides insight and has implications for all managers
and information providers.

Image: © Jura Vikulin | Dreamstime.com

Professor Christine Edwards of
The Business School at Kingston
University explains how recent
research shows that library and
information managers play an
important role in providing vital
information which allows NHS
managers to find and evaluate
information more easily and to
make better informed decisions
whether they are working on
major innovation projects or regular daily tasks

Research findings
Managers are highly selective in what they accept as
“evidence”. They draw on many different types of information
and sources: online, written, people, networks, conferences,
librarians, education and training courses, and internal Trust
data. The mode of information transmission is changing
rapidly and the study found heavy use of remote online
sources. Nonetheless, a great deal of information is passed
on verbally and acquired through direct observation, and
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“doing” (experiential learning). People (colleagues past and
present, formal and informal networks, conferences and
meetings, discussions with staff, GPs and patients, etc.) are
major sources of information for all managers.
Information is often not accessed directly and is open to
interpretation, filtering and modification as it gets passed on
passed on. Bridging the gap between knowing and doing
is very difficult and managers want to know “what works”.
This could include narratives, advice and warnings, given by
others of practices and systems that work, indications of likely
opposition to change and their own experiences that work.
Thus they make use of many different types of information
and use it in combination. They particularly value personal
experience and observation of successful innovations in other
Trusts as much as written sources. Little direct use is made of
management theory or research.

the best library services were very proactive sending out tailored
emails, regularly consulting on manager’s information needs and
building up good collections of both academic and practice based
sources, and training managers in search skills
Most managers say that finding the information they
want is not easy. They cited insufficient time for search,
information overload and lack of relevant information as
barriers. Some also said that they did not know where to look
for management information, but those who have studied
management find it easier.
Information or “evidence” can be contested. Decision
making in Trusts is highly complex, usually performed in
groups, and it can be a long-term process with different
types of information being used at initiation, design and
implementation stages. Managers dealing with radical
change also have to satisfy many stakeholders (Government,
commissioners, local government, patients, clinicians,
professional bodies and frontline staff) who may have
different views on what should be done and what constitutes
“good” evidence for doing it.
Getting agreement on what can be used as evidence is
further complicated by the fact that sources and types of
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information used and valued varied substantially by the type
of managerial job surveyed, and professional training and
culture. However, the only personal characteristic associated
with variation was level of education, with those who had
studied at postgraduate level (especially management) being
far more active, finding it easier to find information, and
being more likely to use academic sources and those external
to the Trust.

The role of information providers
There was general agreement that managers want short,
clear guidelines and easy to apply solutions. This places a
heavy responsibility on information providers to ensure
offerings are evidence-informed (not an easy task since so
much management research information is ambiguous

even those aware that they had access to library databases often
used Google as their first port of call
and contested), and that there has been systematic
evaluation of implementation in a relevant organisational
context. Managers also need to be selective in what they
use, and need training in search skills, a sound grounding
in management, and methods for evaluating the everexpanding supply of information available.
In the scenario described above, librarians and information
specialists, have an important role to play as neutral parties
in providing information. However, managers did not report
a great deal of direct use of library services: most use was
made by those undertaking education and those whose job
role or tasks were most research-orientated. Even those aware
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that they had access to library databases often used Google
as their first port of call. Having too many online sources
each with its own password was also cited as a deterrent to
personal search. Those surveyed said many library services
could be better tailored to meet senior executives’ needs and,
libraries are often seen primarily as repositories of clinical or
research- based information, and this is a minor source for
most managers.

librarians and information specialists have an important role to play
as neutral parties in providing information
There is a great deal of “good practice” in the NHS and
there has been significant investment in library/information
services. However, the survey shows variability in terms of
what services and management sources they offer. The best
were very proactive sending out tailored emails, regularly
consulting on manager’s information needs and building
up good collections of both academic and practice-based
sources, and training managers in search skills.
It was clear that the training often provided by library staff
is helpful to search. However, generic technical search skills,
while useful, do not guide users to management sources
or assist them in critically evaluating the usefulness of the
information found. It is important to note that of all the
managers we surveyed, librarians were the least likely to say it
was easy to find information relevant to management.

More understanding of management required
Being set apart from the organisation (physically or in
terms of involvement in organisational processes) impedes
librarians’ ability to be more proactive in the services they
offer to managers. Information is understood in relation to
a specific context or task, and understanding that context is
necessary to anticipate managers’ information needs. Further,

features

lack of expertise in management means that they can have
difficulty in identifying information relevant to managers.
Thus, one important recommendation is for librarians and
information managers is to have greater expert knowledge
and more understanding of the theory and practice of
management and of the organisation they serve. Unless
they have a good understanding of what the information
needs of managers are, and of the relevant specialist
sources they require, they are limited in the support they
can provide. In organisations in all sectors, there has been
a trend to draw support specialists more closely into
mainstream management as “business partners”. While a
looser relationship may be more appropriate for librarians
and information managers, involvement in or attachment to
change programmes or project teams could raise the profile
of what they can offer and their own understanding of what is
required. Armed with this knowledge they can design services
better suited to the needs of managers.
Information providers have an increasingly important role
to play in supporting the information needs of managers.
Under pressure, short of time and tasked with finding
innovative ways to improve efficiency and quality of service
there is an escalating demand from managers for evidencebased solutions.
The research shows that satisfying manager’s information
needs is far from straightforward and presents challenges for
both users and providers.
Christine can be contacted on c.edwards@kingston.ac.uk

Image: © Jakub Jirsák | Dreamstime.com
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The “Digitisation Doctor”: addressing the digitisation divide

Introduction
The UK has no national strategy for digitisation (Brack, M).
Perhaps that’s a good thing — the idea that something as
complex and variable as digitisation would benefit from a
top-down approach is probably misguided. Unfortunately,
initiatives representing the opposite end of this spectrum
— community solutions shared locally — remain few and
far between. Cloud computing, lower data storage costs and
open access software have put managed digital collections
within the grasp of even the smallest cultural organisations,
but where should they begin, and how should they approach
the many challenges of digitisation? This is the prevailing
climate that gave rise to the idea of running digitisation
workshops for the wider sector at the Wellcome Library.

cloud computing, lower data storage costs and open access software
have put managed digital collections within the grasp of even the
smallest cultural organisations
Over the past three years, the Wellcome Trust has invested
in building library systems infrastructure for digital collections
practically from scratch, as well as tackling issues around
copyright, metadata and the logistics of digitisation itself
(Cookson, C). The one-day “Digitisation Doctor” workshop
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was designed to reflect key aspects of the digitisation
workflow, delivered in 20-minute talks by experts in the
field from around the UK. Time was also allocated to
discussion sessions, whereby attendees could network
and talk informally with the day’s speakers, providing the
opportunity to develop the collaborative structures key to
moving digitisation forward in the sector. Over 70 individuals
attended representing over 50 organisations, including
schools, private clubs, churches and charities, as well as
libraries, archives and museums. This article reflects on some
of the core topics discussed during the day.

none of the talks during the workshop aimed to give any prescriptive
solutions, but rather sought to provide genuine examples and
identify issues worthy of consideration
While the workshop was a free event, attendees
were requested to bring a genuine project to the table
for discussion. Simon Tanner, director of King’s Digital
Consultancy Service, revealed why this was so important in
his opening address: every digitisation project is different
and the answer to any general question about digitisation
projects will be “it depends” (Thornton, E). As such, none of
the talks during the workshop aimed to give any prescriptive
solutions, but rather sought to provide genuine examples
and identify issues worthy of consideration. Even something
apparently sensible such as ‘best practice’ is not what it seems
when it comes to digitisation: best practice in an institution
such as a national library with existing embedded systems
developed over many years, and available funding for further
systems development, is going to be completely different
from a small institution with little funding and possibly no IT
support at all.

Preparing for digitisation
There is one consideration that should stand out as a guiding
light throughout a digitisation project: user access to digital

All images:: Wellcome Library, London

Matthew Brack, Digitisation
Project Manager at the
Wellcome Library, London
introduces the challenges
surrounding digital collections
and reports from the
institution’s recent “Digitisation
Doctor” workshop presented
by experts from around the UK
and delegates from a wide field
including charities, churches and
schools as well as libraries, archives and museums

the digitisation step is perhaps the briefest and most straightforward
of the entire workflow, dwarfed by both the preparation required to
safely deliver physical material to a photographer to be digitised, and
the subsequent management of the digital image
content. If preconceived notions of ‘library’, ‘collections’
and such are taken away, and the bare bones of the issue
examined, digitisation can be seen to be something more
akin to a production process targeting a consumer, or enduser. If that’s the case, then knowing what the end-user
wants is crucial in order to trim unnecessary waste from the
workflow. In industry this is called ‘lean production’, but
in the culture sector the only thing that really needs to be
kept in mind is how to create access in a form useful to the
end-user. This immediately begins to address a number of
the questions that surround digitisation and informs each
and every step of the workflow: what do users want and
how can that be delivered? Most important of all: why is it
that digitisation is even happening in the first place? Thus
the first step when starting a digitisation project is to have a
project vision with a plan, after which the workflow itself is
established (Henshaw, C).
Project management is a useful skill for anyone taking an
active role in a digitisation project, the success of which relies
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on a good appreciation of stakeholder dynamics and how
to match project aims with actual outputs (Jisc). Principally,
the process of digitisation calls up visions of high-tech photo
equipment producing the images that will build the digital
collections to which we aspire. In fact, this step is perhaps
the briefest and most straightforward of the entire workflow,
dwarfed by both the preparation required to safely deliver
physical material to a photographer to be digitised, and the
subsequent management of the digital image. As the first
stage in a digitisation workflow, ‘preparation’ is by far the
most involved step as material is surveyed, selected, gathered
and organised for image capture. How involved, of course,
depends on the project: which collections will be digitised,
from what physical format, and in what quantity?

physical and digital collections each carry their own exclusive value
and require completely different resource considerations in their own
right, particularly when it comes to preservation
In a cultural organisation this inevitably involves
conservation concerns, since the greatest risk to any object is
handling. Perhaps with this in mind, it is widely assumed that
by digitising physical holdings, the original material has been
preserved; in fact, physical and digital collections each carry
their own exclusive value and require completely different
resource considerations in their own right, particularly when
it comes to preservation. Furthermore, institutions often
find that digitising a collection actually leads to an increase
in user demand for the physical originals. If reduced access
to originals is desired, this cannot be an assumed outcome
from digitisation, and cannot be taken lightly – following this
approach to its logical conclusion could potentially lead to a
self-imposed obsolescence for physical holdings (Stauffer, A).
The workshop featured two shorter talks on ‘real-world’
examples of recently completed digitisation. Both identified
a disconnect between the aims of funding bodies and the
needs of digitisation projects along with the organisations
in which they take place. A US survey of library and museum
digitisation projects in 2011 found that on average 50%
of project time was spent on metadata and cataloguing
(Primary Research Group). This is essential for any successful
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without prioritising the user, by the time an institution has managed
to get to grips with its digital collections, user behaviour and
expectation will already have moved on, leaving that digital delivery
redundant
digitisation project, yet generally funding is focused on
the delivery and upkeep of a digital resource rather than
accommodating this necessary preparatory step. Metadata
provision in particular requires clear answers to questions
around user need and expectation.
While metadata is the essence of effective digital content
management, let alone search and discovery, it is extremely

time-consuming to generate. Achieving a balance between
resource allocation and metadata production is a tension
that all digitisation projects face, particularly in smaller
organisations, and this has been the dominant subject of
continuing dialogue with workshop participants in the
months since the workshop. In larger organisations this
tension usually manifests as a choice between low-volume
digitisation with more metadata for a richer user experience
or larger-scale digitisation with lighter metadata attached.
What metadata do users really need and what can realistically
be produced? This is one area of digitisation where standards
can be usefully applied. Consistency across collections
is important, and a standards-based framework such as
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MARC21 or Dublin Core can help to refine and homogenise
metadata input, making it more accurate and efficient.

The challenge of access
Perhaps the best way to appreciate the significance of
good metadata is through the prism of digital preservation.
Without the necessary technical or descriptive metadata,
digital content cannot be accessed; if digital content cannot
be accessed, then that content has no value — it might as
well never have existed. The use of the word ‘preservation’
is also problematic in this context and suffers from an
association with traditional preservation practice in cultural
institutions. One is not really talking about ‘preservation’
when it comes to digital objects, but rather sustainable
access. The reason that simply filing away digital collections
in a ‘proper’ manner, like books on a shelf, and diligently
managing their lifecycle ultimately fails is that it doesn’t
prioritise user access. Without prioritising the user, by the
time an institution has managed to get to grips with its digital
collections, user behaviour and expectation will already have
moved on, leaving that digital delivery redundant (Coyle
& Hillman).

internally, digitisation projects cut across traditional institutional
boundaries and externally, libraries become a mediator as content is
opened up to users anywhere and everywhere
Despite the best intentions of the most forward-thinking
institution, even just granting that access in the first
place is not necessarily straightforward. Copyright law is
lagging behind the needs of today’s economy, in which
digital copying, sharing and collaboration have become
fundamental social and economic activities (Hargreaves,
I). It certainly impedes digitisation: when the British Library
recently sampled books published between 1870 and 2010
it found 43% of potentially in-copyright titles were orphan
works and finally concluded that rights clearance of works on
an item-by-item basis was unworkable in the context of mass
digitisation (Stratton, B). It is important to remember that UK
copyright is held by the creator and not the owner of a work,
making a rights risk assessment essential for most projects,
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with the result that small organisations without legal support
are unlikely to take the risk of digitising orphan works, or
anything else that carries potential copyright risk.
Digital content by its nature encourages users to share and
collaborate, both in their research and daily lives, and a strong
precedent has been set by commercial information providers.
The technology is already there, the potential is clearly there
— so what happens next?
While digitisation and related digital technologies signal a
loss of control from the point of view of traditional intellectual
property legislation, the same is true for libraries themselves
— internally, digitisation projects cut across traditional
institutional boundaries and externally, libraries become
a mediator as content is opened up to users anywhere
and everywhere. Yet it is this very shift towards sharing
and collaboration that is exactly how libraries and other
cultural institutions will overcome these issues: collaborative
structures are critical for digitisation and much else in this
new age of information. These structures have yet to be
properly established in the UK.
Digitisation, and all the related digital development that
it entails, is not something that any one institution can
do alone. Anyone with skills in this area should be doing
outreach; it’s something that we all need to do more of.
There is certainly a need out there, and it is genuinely
surprising to see just how many organisations of all shapes
and sizes are attempting to put their collections online. Yes,
digitisation is an iterative process that needs to be performed
to be understood, but collaboration is the best chance the
sector has to tackle all of the aforementioned challenges —
adequate public funding is not going to materialise.
Digitisation Doctor thus represents the approach of the
Wellcome Library to addressing this issue, and it is anticipated
that more workshops will follow. In the interim, the library
has begun running digitisation ‘open days’ that allow small
groups to spend a morning learning about and discussing
digitisation. Three are running before the end of the year and
are already full.
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The Institution of Civil Engineers launches online image library

The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) was founded in
1818 and is the oldest engineering lnstitution of its type in
the world. The library and archive collections are thought
to contain about 10,000 images of all kinds including
photographs, lithographs and prints and plates from
19th century publications and earlier. Members of the
staff are regularly approached by authors, museums and
TV researchers for a core group of images particularly
portraits and photographs of famous engineers, bridges
and structures.

ICE chose a bespoke system as it was wary of relying on external
support, particularly from countries where there are timezone issues
As a result, the library decided to promote its image
collection online by creating a digital shop window for its
images. For some years a small selection of images had been
marketed in hard copy through a commercial image library
(the Mary Evans Picture Library) and there was an option to
extend this to their online resources. The staff had also looked
at collaborative websites, such as Science and Society, in
the past.
A small working group was set up to develop and launch
an online image library. It began by looking at various other
examples — those of The Guildhall, Science and Society,
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Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Fire Brigade and the
Ministry of Defence, to name a few. These gave a feel for the
preferred type of site, as well as a long list of features thought
desirable or necessary. Some features such as the ‘send the
image as a postcard’ feature (IMechE) looked attractive but
did not seem reliable.
The working group considered some commercial ‘out of
the box’ products such as Assetbank and Stockbox photo.
However, from experience with the library catalogue system,
it was wary of relying on external support, particularly from
the USA where there are timezone issues. With input from
ICE’s Web Development team, a choice was made to develop
a bespoke system as this would have in-house support and,
most importantly for our Marketing team, could be branded
to echo our main website (www.ice.org.uk). The choice was
only possible because of their in-house skills and knowledge.

Image: supplied by the Institution of Civil Engineers. Shows the Darjeeling and Himalayan railway.
by Sulyard Bernard Cary OC 1944

Carol Morgan, ICE Archivist,
explains how the Institution
of Civil Engineers developed a
bespoke online image library
based on its library and archive
collections of famous engineers,
bridges, structures and other
engineering-related topics.
The site is now live and being
actively marketed.

Software system
The database was created in Microsoft SQL rather than
open source software because the Web Development Team
thought it more secure, upgradable and, crucially, they
had the technical experience to provide support. The site is
hosted on a secure cloud server optimised for images.
Time and care were expended on its development,
especially the back end of the site, future-proofing the
architecture of the system to accommodate all the desires
and wishes of the working group. These elements aren’t yet
necessarily noticeable from the front end or user interface.
The cataloguing facility has been made as flexible as possible
to allow, for example, for input of dates in many forms (date
ranges, use of circa). The images are directly tagged to speed
up the search facility.
One of the original aims was to be able to sell images
online and so increase the stream of revenue from them. In
the end, the group decided not to implement ecommerce
on the site from the launch because of the complexity
of the pricing structure and the need to retain flexibility.

the collections contain about 10,000 images of all kinds including
photographs, lithographs and prints and plates from 19th century
publications and earlier
Prices are different for members and non-members, ICE and
non-ICE use, commercial and non-commercial use. Also,
the initial search and contact could open a dialogue about
other useful images while the postponement allowed the
staff time to build up the digital offering. However, the
ecommerce option has been built into the site in case it is
needed in the future.
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duplicates. Many of them did not have complete, or in some
cases, any properties fields (used to record information about
the image) and in hindsight it would probably have been
better to have started again from scratch as much time was
wasted trying to identify the source images.

Arrangement and cataloguing
The ICE main website has knowledge topic areas that lent
themselves nicely to image categories. To avoid too many, a
selection of five topics was made:
•
Ground engineering
•
Maritime
•
Structures and buildings
•
Transport
•
Water.
In addition, a category of ‘people’ was included because of
the wealth of images ICE possessed of that type.

Images and scanning
The Web Development team were keen on high quality
images, scanned as 600dpi TIFF files. However, some of the
staff computers had problems handling very large images
and several of the TIFF images already produced were
30-40 MB. It would have been possible to compress or zip
them, or even to use a third party file transfer company, but
the majority of our customers are happy with 300dpi JPEGs.
The more sensible option appeared to be to scan images
as 600dpi JPEGs, suitable for most uses, rather than attempt
to store all of them as large files. Special requirements could
be met as they arose. The library and archives have three
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flatbed scanners, one of which also scans negatives and
transparencies.

experience showed it’s vital to include as much detail as possible
about the source of the image
Several thousand scanned images already existed, created
for a variety of purposes and of varying quality, with a lot of
duplication. These were stored across the group’s computers.
The staff selected images over 1 or 2 MB as potential
candidates for uploading in the first batch, removing the

Even with so few categories there was some debate over,
for example, whether a railway viaduct should go under
structures or transport. The database allows multiple tags to
be added to avoid this problem. We also categorise images by
collection (Presidents’ portraits, Telford collection).
Previous experience of researchers requesting the source
of an image, found on another organisation’s database,
had taught the staff the vital need for as much detail about
the source as possible to be included. Although there is
the possibility a potential purchaser may find the image
elsewhere once they know the source, the feeling was that
this was outweighed by the usefulness when referencing
images. Perhaps this reflects an academic rather than
commercial background.

Promotion
Whilst the image library was being created the library set
up a Pinterest account. At the time, this was an under-used
resource and even now the majority of libraries using the site
appear to be American public libraries.
The advantage of Pinterest is that it allows promotion not
only of the image library but also other aspects of the ICE
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beyond the library, for example, its rooms for hire. Many of
the boards set up can be used to link to the image database.
They include famous engineers and anniversaries, as well as
the obvious prints and drawings and photographs.
A few weeks before the launch date, the Communications
Department produced a marketing email targeted at
television production companies while the library team have
tweeted and promoted the site through the ICE Facebook
page. The site has been promoted through the Archivists
mailing list and magazines and eNewsletters aimed at ICE
members. A display of hard copy scanned images has been
set up in an exhibition case and paper bookmarks produced
including the website details.

Where we are now
For customers, ICE has a working website which looks
attractive and has received many compliments. Behind
the scenes there is still work to be done as the extensive
development has resulted in a delay to the delivery of
a content management system. Images are currently
catalogued and stored ready to be uploaded once a month
by our e-services team.
This is not ideal as it slows down uploading of images and
removes the spontaneity of being able to add images linked
to, say, an anniversary which could be tweeted. The decision
to have a checking process to maintain quality control of the
images and cataloguing prior to uploading has also slowed
down the process. Marketing opportunities are being lost in
this way.

The future
As mentioned, the image library has been future-proofed. The
technology is in place for including ecommerce, a lightbox
facility, the capability to link to the ICE website through the
members’ portal and to create a mobile friendly interface.
However, in the short term the priority is to increase the
number of images and increase marketing opportunities.
Carol can be contacted on Carol.Morgan@ice.org.uk
http://ice-imagelibrary.com/
http://pinterest.com/icelibrary/
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Digimap: feeding the demand for maps & geospatial data

EDINA is a national data centre based at the University of
Edinburgh, funded by Jisc (previously the Joint information
Systems Committee) to provide online services to higher
and further education. Digimap is one of their flagship
services with 310 institutional subscriptions and over
60,000 active users across four data collections. Universities
pay a subscription for each collection and then access
is then free at the point of use for staff and students.
Registration is required on an individual basis and once
logged in users can view maps online or to download maps
and raw data for more detailed analysis.
Maps and spatial data have become ubiquitous across all
subject areas with the rise in popularity of Google Maps,
Sat Navs and other similar technologies driving more and
more innovative uses. These technologies also shifted the
focus away from paper maps to digital formats. Digimap
arrived in time to feed the growing demand for digital
maps and spatial data, initially mainly in geography and
other geoscience departments. However, other subjects
quickly picked up on the availability of the maps; architects
were particularly keen on the most detailed mapping, vital
for their site plans.
Any students venturing out on field trips, such as
biologists and ecologists also had an instant use for
the maps, and with the increasing availability of GIS
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Image: Digimap for Schools. — image courtesy of Ordnance Survey.

Tom Armitage and Carol Blackwood
explain how EDINA’s Digimap has been
providing maps, and the raw data
to create maps and
perform spatial analysis,
to the tertiary education
sector since 2000. In 2008 Ordnance
Survey approached the team at EDINA
to create a version of Digimap aimed at
schools to replace their “Free Maps for
Schools” programme

Digimap arrived in time to feed the growing demand for digital
maps and spatial data
(Geographical Information Systems) software, were soon
undertaking spatial analysis with the spatial data on
offer. Other subjects such as epidemiology and social
sciences make a great deal of use of the boundary data,
such as postcodes and other administrative units, from
Digimap and the UK Data Service Census Support (formerly
UKBORDERS), another EDINA-provided service. These
boundaries along with backdrop mapping, census statistics

and other survey data form the basis of the myriad maps
we see in the news highlighting the spatial inequalities of
our society.
Digimap has proved so popular because it has four
key collections of data used in academia all available in
one place. EDINA curates these data collections, keeping
them up-to-date, providing support material and making
sure they are available to users 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. This represents a huge cost saving for institutions,
specifically their libraries, which can now provide a wide
range of maps and data for the price of the subscriptions.
The four collections found in Digimap are Ordnance Survey,
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Geology, Historic and Marine.

Ordnance Survey

Image: Courtesy of EDINA

The Ordnance Survey Collection contains most of the map
and data products that Ordnance Survey has to offer. To
provide the most comprehensive service possible, Digimap
contains both the licensed data products and those available
as OpenData. OS OpenData is free but often more difficult
to manage once downloaded; Digimap takes the hard work
out of OpenData by cutting it up into usable sized pieces and
software friendly formats.
The key licensed dataset is OS MasterMap®, the most
detailed national coverage mapping product in the world.
This dataset alone has a value of over £4.5million and is
vital to anyone studying areas of the UK in detail. One of the
most common uses of the data is for architecture; however,
students and researchers have been using OS MasterMap for
projects as diverse as measuring access to green space for
health studies to flood analysis. When viewing maps online,
users benefit from the years of cartographic experience that
EDINA’s staff have.
Digimap has won plaudits from Ordnance Survey
themselves for their quality and clarity of their maps. There is
also a large amount of support material for those who want
to download the raw data, allowing them to unlock the full
potential of the spatial information.

Historic Digimap
Historic Digimap provides access to over 150 years of
Ordnance Survey paper mapping, all digitally scanned and
merged into continuous mapping for the UK. The historic
mapping service allows users to view maps by the decade
and also compare the same area at two different points in
time. This data is invaluable for students doing longitudinal
studies of areas, and is also a valuable source of information
that has been lost from contemporary maps.
Archaeologists pore over the historic maps looking for hill
forts and ancient remains that are no longer marked on the
contemporary maps, erased by industry, housing or simply
time itself.
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Geology Digimap

Marine Digimap

Geology Digimap provides access to the key national
datasets from the British Geological Survey. This currently
contains the three onshore geological mapping products at
1:50,000, 1:250,000 and 1:625,000 scales, and the 1:250,000
scale offshore data. Geology data is vital information for civil
engineers and ecologists as well as earth scientists. Offshore
geology data has always been essential for the petroleum
industry but the data is also needed for the renewable energy
industries and the monitoring of coastal erosion.

Marine Digimap is the newest data collection, added in 2007.
The service provides access to Hydrographic Charts and a
marine mapping dataset called HydroSpatial™. These datasets
are at the forefront of marine research, providing data on
habitats, tidal flows, bathymetry and infrastructure out at sea.
While this service has been taken up by the academic
institutions driving research into marine renewable energy
and oceanographic science, one of the more fascinating
features for the lay person is the extensive information on
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wrecks. The wrecks data shows the location of thousands
of shipwrecks around the coast of Great Britain, many with
information on the date and cause of sinking and how safe
they are.

Digimap for schools

Image: Courtesy of David Green, Birmingham Institute of Art and Design

In addition to providing Digimap for HE/FE, since 2010
EDINA has, in collaboration with Ordnance Survey and Jisc
Collections, provided a digital online mapping service for
primary and secondary schools. Digimap for Schools provides
quick and easy access to Ordnance Survey mapping at a wide
range of scales, from GB-wide and national views, right down
to detailed building level mapping using OS MasterMap
Topography data.
The service is available to individual schools via an annual
subscription and is the definitive place for them to access
up to date, comprehensive digital OS mapping. Moving
from paper to digital enables teachers to engage pupils from
an early age with OS mapping using fun and interactive
technology. An online service means that schools do not
have to purchase, store and manage paper or digital map
collections. They simply log into Digimap for Schools and the
data is at their fingertips.

subjects such as epidemiology and social sciences make a great
deal of use of the boundary data, such as postcodes and other
administrative units, from Digimap and the UK Data Service Census
Support (formerly UKBORDERS)
In addition to the mapping available, a number of tools
provide extra functionality. Annotation tools enable pupils to
add their own point markers, text, lines and areas to the maps
and create their own personalised map. Younger pupils use
these tools to mark places important to them on the map,
such as their home, school, the library and granny’s house.
Using the annotation tools, they can then plot their route
between these locations and explore through the maps,
what they see on the way, learning about symbols, scale and
generalisation in a simple context.
Older pupils use these tools to map features of a river basin,
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glaciation, tourism and to map their own survey data such
as pedestrian counts and species counts. The options are
endless; teachers and pupils are continually coming up with
innovative ways to use the maps. Measurement and grid
referencing tools allow pupils to query the maps to measure
distances, areas and find the grid reference for any point
on the map. Save and print options mean that any maps
created on screen can be saved for later use or printable file
generated to make a hardcopy or insert into a document.
Digimap for Schools has proven to be extremely popular

with a wide age range of pupils, as well as their teachers. As
the service grows, EDINA hopes that in the future young
people will come through school and on to university
or college using Digimap for Schools and then Digimap
throughout their education.
The authors can be contacted on tom.armitage@ed.ac.uk and
carol.blackwood@ed.ac.uk
http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/webhelp/resources/index.html
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Bringing the history of Paris alive with 3D visualisation
After years of meticulous
research teams of
archaeologist, historians and 3D
experts have created the Paris
3D Saga, an accurate digital
replica of Paris from pre-history
to the present. Modelling and
simulation technology allows
accurate digital recreation,
preservation and time travel
access to Paris. Mehdi Tayoubi
of Dassault Systèmes tells us more
History comes alive in 3D
Image: Dassault Systèmes - the Louvre

The city of Paris has been digitised and 2,000 years of
its history can now be experienced in 3D on a variety of
formats including an iPad, the internet, in a multiprojector
environment that blurs the distinction between reality and
simulation, and as an augmented reality (AR) book.

the 3DExperience modelling and simulation technology allows
accurate digital recreation, preservation and time travel access to
Paris and its monuments including ones that no longer exist such as
the thermal baths at Cluny and The Bastille
The company behind the project is Europe’s second
largest software company Dassault Systèmes. Their
software is used by more than 15,000 organisations around
the world to generate 3D experiences for people at work,
study or leisure. The software is used in 12 industries
from aerospace, fashion, consumer goods, automotive,
ship and yacht building to life sciences, architecture and
city planning. The company specialises in 3D that allows
product developers and their customers to digitally
experience their products before they are physically made.
Dassault Systèmes wanted to show what its technology
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could do in a way that required no technical knowledge
and is fun. Their 3DExperience modelling and simulation
technology allows accurate digital recreation, preservation
and time travel access to Paris and its monuments including
ones that no longer exist such as the thermal baths at Cluny
and The Bastille.
To achieve this, teams of specialists working continuously
for several years manually digitised and modellised
historical data. 2D material such as glass plate photographs,
architectural drawings, oil paintings and documents were
modeled and accurately textured using 3DExperience
software. The same software that is used by thousands of

companies to design develop and simulate products was
used in this process. Some artifacts were scanned with 3D
scanners to form the basis of fully rendered models. The
company’s animation engine technology brings the models
to life while other elements of the 3DExperience platform
enable realistic lighting, geographical and architectural
environments, and the effects of weather.

The saga begins
Making Paris 3D available across multiple platforms plays to
their strengths and demonstrates how a single source of 3D
data can be used and managed across diverse technologies.
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In 2012, through a collaboration with historians and
archeologists specialising in the study of Paris, teams
from Passion for Innovation rebuilt Paris in 3D at different
moments of its history. This reconstruction has given rise to
an internet site (paris.3ds.com), an iPad app that has been
rated as among the best educational apps, a coproduction
with Canal+ of five films on the history
of Paris, and an illustrated book, Paris, La ville à remonter le
temps, published by Flammarion.
The site and app enable you to visit, notably, the baths
and arenas of the Roman city of Lutetia, the site of NotreDame in the course of construction, the Louvre of Charles V,
and the World’s Fair of 1889. The aim is scientific but also
sensory and emotional, with virtual reality offering an
extraordinary experience of being immersed in a period
in time.

Dassault Systèmes aims to develop virtual worlds to
improve the real world. “This is the first time we have
a digital model of Paris, and this virtual model is a big
advantage over what we’d had in the past,” says Mehdi
Tayoubi, VP of design and experimental strategy at Dassault
Systèmes. “It can be adapted as archeologists make new
discoveries. It’s a kind of living world; we’re going to add
other monuments, make other representations.”
Adding data evolves history and furthers professional,
academic and cultural interest. It allows anyone to connect.
The public can become expert; ask new questions. The
company has putting culture at the forefront of a business
to better serve society’s needs.
Requests have been received from several other cities
to create virtual reality versions of their histories, set up in
museums and to add a new dimension to mobile apps.
“Virtual reality is a new way to connect and innovate, for
research and education, and for cultural exploration by the
general public,” Mehdi adds.
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Image: Shows the augmented reality Paris 3D book ‘Paris, the Great Saga’ by Didier Busson
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The truth about the Bastille

Image: Dassault Systèmes - La Bastille

One revealing aspect of the project has been the historical
reality of the Bastille. Paintings of the Bastille always
show a massive dominating structure towering over the
city and its revolutionary inhabitants. 21st century 3D
modelling software delivers a completely accurate picture
of the Bastille that is considerably smaller than previously
imagined.
Other examples of historical buildings are well displayed
on the Paris 3D Saga iPad app. It lets people compare
ancient sites with current views by wiping the screen
to reveal the past and the present. The app also has
informative films and historic scenes that can be panned
and rotated in 3D. A series of documentary films has been
made that used the digitised Paris that Dassault Systemes
created. The director was able to ‘fly’ through Paris
capturing historic scenes using a joystick as though it was
a camera.
One of the most impressively immersive ways to
experience the digitised city is in a multi projector cave.
The 3D data is re-coded for export to this display format as
for the others. Using stereoscopic glasses that adjust the
perspective as you move bridges the gap between virtual
and reality. This level of immersion brings the data to life.

Digital cities around the world
In addition to developing the Paris and Giza 3D experiences
Dassault Systèmes is working in partnership with major
cities around the world. The company has formed
partnerships with energy, water conservation, and city
planning and waste management companies in many
countries.
They use the 3D Experience Platform to model and
realistically simulate current and future situations that show
how the city looks now and how it will be in 30 years time.
They can see the impact of past decisions and how today’s
choices will impact tomorrow’s habitation, pollution and
waste management, transportation and technological
provision. All services are included and planners have the
ability to realistically simulate the complete urban picture.
3D Experience mitigates planning risk by allowing many
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more factors and greater breadth and depth of detail
to be considered. This precision vision can also digitally
demonstrate the effects of potential natural disasters and
assist in the development of more effective and betterunderstood plans for the future.
Paris 3D: http://paris.3ds.com/en-index.html#Heritage
Find out about how the 3DExperience enhances our

understanding of ancient Egypt by reading the article ‘The
mystery of the pyramids revealed in three dimensions’ in MmIT
Journal Volume 38 Issue 3 (August 2012) or visit:
http://giza3d.3ds.com/#discover
Read more about augmented reality in Jon Fletcher’s article
`Augmented Reality: Is It Really Fit For Your Purposes’? in MmIT
Journal Volume 38 Issue 3 (August 2012). Back copies of the
journal are available from the editor.
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Meeting real challenges: Internet Librarian International
Image: Internet Librarian International 2012, Angela Hamilton, subject librarian for the life sciences
at the University of Toronto Scarborough Campus

The theme for this year’s Internet
Librarian International conference
is ‘Smart Solutions to Real
Challenges’, explains event director
Katherine Allen. The conference
will take place in London on 15 and
16 October 2013, with workshops
preceding the event on 14 October.
This year, a new one day pre-conference event also
explores MOOCs and libraries
After the success of recent years, with a 65 percent
attendance increase in just two years, the conference
will once again take place at Olympia Conference Centre,
which gives plenty of room for networking, and excellent
networking opportunities. Internet Librarian International
also features a Sponsor Showcase, which provides a central
networking hub for information demos and conversations
with the event’s many sponsors and supporters.

Inspirational speakers
“Internet Librarian International has always focused on
the technologies that information professionals need
to do their jobs,” said programme director Val Skelton.
“There has never been a more challenging time for our
libraries, but it’s also a great opportunity to transform
ourselves and our services. Internet Librarian International
emphasises practical case studies, and this year is no
exception. Presentations are grounded in the real world
and demonstrate the many ways in which information
professionals are delivering transformative and imaginative
services to meet the needs of their users and their
organisations.”
This year’s opening keynote ‘Inspiration Architecture: the
future of libraries’ will be given by author and consultant
Peter Morville, who is perhaps best known for helping to
create the discipline of information architecture. In his
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MMIT and Cilip Group members can claim a 25 percent discount on
registration fees for this renowned conference
keynote, he will argue that to understand the future of
the library, we must look beyond its walls, to the tools and
contexts — both physical and digital — where learning
takes place. The disruptive innovations of Open Access and
online courses are changing the architecture of education,
with the result that the “embedded librarian” and the

“single search box” aren’t just nice ideas — they’re missioncritical. And, in the wider society, where citizens don’t
know how to search, whom to trust, or what to believe,
our failure to advance information literacy threatens the
very fabric of civilisation. Peter will connect the dots from
ebooks to ecosystems, framing the library as both cultural
keystone and courageous act of inspiration architecture. He
describes it as a story that’s colourful — both kaleidoscopic
and contrarian — with an argument that just may change
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Image: Internet Librarian International 2012

the assistance of three co-chairs — Thomas Brevik, Donna
Saxby and Marydee Ojala. Thomas Brevik, who joins the
co-chairs for the first time this year, is Bookboat Librarian
at Lindaas Public Library on Norway’s West Coast. His
main interests are libraries and new technology, social
media, and children’s libraries, and he has a growing
interest in maker-spaces. After two days of intensive and
exciting conference sessions, the co-chairs will host a
closing plenary session which will focus on the real-world
and practical solutions presented during the conference.
They will explore the positive aspects of librarianship and
information work, setting out a vision of a positive future
for librarians as they face real challenges and exciting
opportunities.

the way delegates think.
The second keynote speaker will be Joe Tree, the founder
of Blipfoto, the photo sharing website which was chosen
by the British Library as one its ‘100 Websites’ judged
to be essential reading for future generations. He will
discuss themes such as creating a community, the curation
of images, lifelogging, social history and research. As
Joe points out, our relationship with photography has
experienced a dramatic shift in the last ten years, as it has
moved from a method of preserving life’s special moments
to a form of instant communication. For historians that
should be hugely exciting but, because we ‘share’ our
photographs, we’ve stopped considering their future
value. As a consequence, our grandparents did a better job
of preserving their lives for us than we are doing for our
grandchildren. In this talk, Joe will talk explore the role of
photography in social media, his experiences setting up
Blipfoto and how we can ensure our moments of today are
saved for the future.
The conference programme has been put together with
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Tracks at this year’s conference include:
•
Transformative Technologies — virtual and physical
worlds collide
•
Connecting with Community and Customers — new
ways to engage with users
•
New Resources and New Services — the latest in
research, privacy, e-resources and more
•
Marketing and impact — how to promote services
•
Search, Discovery and Data – how are users searching,
and what are they looking for?
•
The New Professional — Skills and Roles — careers and
how to develop them

features

Snapshot
15 & 16 October 2013, Workshops on 14 October 2013
CILIP members can claim a 25% discount at
www.internet-librarian.com/2013/registration.php
The conference includes hands-on workshops, three
parallel conference tracks, keynotes, plenary sessions, panel
discussions, 40 case studies and over 70 expert speakers,
networking with information professionals from over 30
countries, and the event’s Sponsor Showcase of global
information products and service providers.
View the full programme at www.internet-librarian.com

Making time for MOOCs
New for 2013 is a particular focus on MOOCs and libraries,
with the launch of a new one day pre-conference event. The
theme of Libraries & MOOCs 2013 is ‘getting involved and
making it work’ and it will take place at the Hilton London
Olympia on 14 October 2013 — the day before Internet
Librarian International’s main annual conference.
Many institutions are putting a high priority on MOOC
development — with budgets and resources to match.
For libraries, there should be plenty of opportunities to
contribute to MOOCs, from supporting digital engagement
to collaborating with faculty in their creation. But with the
MOOC phenomenon at such an early stage there are many

unanswered questions. Internet Librarian International’s
delegates come from a wide variety of international
academic institutions, and so this is a great opportunity
for them to explore the potential of MOOCs, and to share
experiences from different national contexts.
MMIT and other Cilip members can claim a 25 percent discount
on registration fees by using the special link from the event’s
registration page at:
www.internet-librarian.com/2013/registration.php.
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Robots and books do mix!
Liberty University is the largest private, non-profit university
in the USA and is now home to a newly completed robotic
book retrieval system in the Jerry Falwell Library, which uses
three cranes to store and retrieve bins (a total of 4,200 bins)
filled with items such as books and historical artefacts. The
system has a capacity for approximately 450,000 items.
Currently, library staff and student workers are loading
hundreds of books into bins to be stored into the automated
storage and retrieval system (ASRS) for the library which is
due to open in autumn 2013. More than 200,000 items from
the collections of the current library are being transferred into
bins currently for the ASRS. When fully operational, the ASRS
will be able to retrieve items in a matter of minutes and have
them available to the students in less than an hour, rather
than the student having to wait days for the item to be pulled
from off-site storage.
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All a student has to do to receive an available item will be to
request it in the online catalog and pick it up at the Customer
Service Center in the library. ASRS pickups will be limited to
certain times during the day as items will have to be retrieved
from the robotic system in the new library building, picked
up by a staff member, and delivered to the current library.
The ASRS has a total of 4,200 bins, which vary in size — six
inches, 10 inches, 12 inches, 14 inches, and 18 inches — to
accommodate books of all sizes.
A four-story book tower will be the central architectural
focus of the library featuring over fifty thousand of the

library’s new and most used book titles. The wood panelled
two-story Reading Room will also house select collections of
periodicals and books for browsing. Less frequently requested
titles, back issues of periodicals, musical scores, audio
recordings, and archival materials are examples of items
which will be available upon request from the Automated
Storage Retrieval System.
www.liberty.edu
Donations for the new library are still being accepted and can be
made through the website.
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Be a more professional snapper
Jollyfy enables personalised creation and sharing of mobile
video. It provides a broad range of creative themes for users
to share with friends and family, and offers a platform for
brands and professional designers to sell premium content
to fans.
Users can add video themes that appear as overlays in the
camera viewfinder. When a user records video, the theme
becomes part of the user’s video. Users can select from
hundreds of existing themes (popular themes include Happy
Birthday, Breaking News, the Kiss Cam, Wish You Were Here,
Vintage Film and Mr. President). They can also make their own
themes, or use themes made and shared by other users. It
could be useful for some.

Image: © Jollyfy

www.jollyfy.com

Microsoft Office goes online-only?
One of the largest sources of income for Microsoft is its Office
range of products. Big changes are afoot however. Microsoft
is gently trying to persuade users to move to the cloud. It
seems to be working too, thanks to a competitive pricing
tariff on its Office 365 (cloud) product.
They are still, however, selling a traditional version of Office
2013 on DVD. Consumers are now therefore faced with a
choice to make — move to the cloud or remain with the
traditional version? So, provided one wishes to move on from
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the current version of office, then the debate really comes
down to whether you wish to move to a standalone version of
Office 2013 for $140 (for Office Home and Student) or move
to an annual subscription to Office 365 (Home Premium) for
$140. A retail copy of Office 2013 Professional costs $399.99.
Office 365 Home and Business comes with Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, OneNote, Outlook, Access, and Publisher; and
Office 2013 Home and Student comes with Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, and OneNote.
However, when you have more than two PCs then Office
365 costs $50 per PC in comparison to $280 for the traditional
licences for two PCs. Again, it would be $20 per PC annually
for five machines as opposed to $700+ for Office Home
and Student on five machines. For me this makes the Office
365 route much more preferable. There are also a few addins included with the Office 365 including 60 minutes of
international Skype calling per month and an extra 20GB of
SkyDrive storage.
Office 365 also comes with Office on Demand (PC version
only) which allows downloading a virtualised version of select
Office apps to a PC that belongs to a third party. You can then
run multiple Office apps including Word, PowerPoint, Excel,
Access, and Publisher. The fact that it is subscription-based
also means that users will be able to update to the latest
and version of Office along with up-to-date security patches.
Office 365 can also be accessed on Android devices. This can
only be done in the US currently but the worldwide rollout
should happen soon.
Office 2013 comes with an extra 5GB of SkyDrive storage.
Not much nowadays however. Office 2013 will not run on
Windows XP or Vista.
In reality, the pricing model is a bit more complicated. I have
made assumptions that Office 2013 Home & Student & Office
365 Home Premium were sufficient. The cost benefit analysis
for any company will have to look at the appropriate version
to see which suits best. There is also the fact that someone
could buy a standalone version of Office 2013 professional
and use it for 8 years and thus save on the annual Office 365
subscription. So, there is not a one size fits all solution here.

Desktop computers in libraries is soooo
yesterday...
If you visit enough libraries in large cities in the US, you
will find that iPads are replacing all their children’s gaming
desktop computers. This is not a bad idea at all. Firstly, it frees
precious space, iPads are actually much easier to manage
than traditional computers and most of the games are
actually cheaper on the iPads. It must be said also that users
love them more.
Speaking of iPads, for those libraries that do let users use
them, there is a new server that will make them even easier to
manage. The product called MediaSurfer kiosk can dispense a
device with the swipe of a library card. It wipes the iPad and
does not require staff mediation.
MediaSurfer is basically a self-checkout kiosk system for
internet tablets in libraries. The system allows a library to
automatically lend iPads to library patrons, letting them use
the latest mobile technology and embrace digital learning.
The system also provides the necessary functions to maintain
the tablets, including charging, without using the library.
The ebookporn blog describes it as a: “sort of “vending
machine” for iPads and a self-service option that lets users
check out their own iPad with a swipe of a library card (and, if
the library chooses, a credit-card swipe for security). I love the
whole Library Vending Machine concept and think it is one of
the most paradigm shifting elements of digital books.”
www.tech-logic.com/solutions/self-service/mediasurfer.asp
Watch the video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAhs8jBwgvY
http://ebookporn.tumblr.com/post/16591727003/the-mediasurfer-kiosk-system-is-sort-of-vending

Kevin Curran is
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science,
University of Ulster

http://office.microsoft.com
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Image: © Damedeeso | Dreamstime.com
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